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Editorial
Pauline de Snoo (PS)
For easier access all the links in the articles
Internet Jukebox and Virtual Folkclub will be
placed on the ICA website, www.concertina.org.
Just go there and keep revisiting. The ones up to
previous CW 462 have been published by our
webmaster Michel.
This time there is a supplement with the title “Bellows” and it is all
about the Matusewitch family history. The author is Eric
Matusewitch and he kindly provided lots of photos and other items.
Some of them have been published in the supplement and all of
them are now in copy or original as well in digital format in the ICA
library.
The music supplement is again included in the centre pages. This
time with some arrangements by one of the Matusewitch’s and
provided by Randy Stein. Thank you Randy. If and when you like
pdf format of the music in A4 size this can be provided for easier
reading. Just mail the editor.
Your editor always values any remarks, ideas or contributions from
you readers.
Enjoy reading.
Pauline<>

Deadline next Concertina World
15 November 2015.
Coming up:
Article on Fingering by Allan Atlas
Interview with Duet Concertinist Jochen Riemer
Impression of The Willie Clancy Summer School,
Co. Clare Ireland
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Sidmouth Music Week and J25 Concertina Band
Sally George J25 Concertina band player
“J25 Concertina Band recently did a concert at Sidholme Hotel in
Sidmouth. This has been written up in the local paper called the
Sidmouth Herald. The reporter was Margaret Plows.”

J25 Concertina Band, led by Claire Wren, was invited by the
Sidholme Hotel in Sidmouth to play during their Music Week.
Sidholme is a fantastic hotel with the most magnificent Music Room
which in former days was a chapel. We were asked if we could do a
short concert of about an hour. We would provide all the music for
the evening on our own. Hotel residents and members of the public
would be invited to attend.
This chance to promote concertina band was just too good an
opportunity to miss! So eight members of the band eagerly agreed
to do it.
The concert was advertised through posters around the town and in
the local press organised by Sidholme. J25 did not wish for a fee
and asked that any donations made go towards the Sidholme Organ
Restoration Fund. The organ can be seen in the background of the
photo.
The concert was held at 8pm on Monday 18th May 2015. We played
a wide programme of music including a piece composed by Claire
which was inspired by the Sidmouth coastline entitled "The Boat of
the Clear Sea". Claire was keen to demonstrate the versatility of the
concertina and the wide range of music that could be effectively
played on it.
The response was enthusiastic and we were really pleased that we
accepted the invitation.
In the audience was a local resident called Bob Minting, the son of a
talented concertina player, Harry Minting. I discovered that Harry
had known my Great Uncle Alf George who appeared, as a
concertina maker, on "What's My Line?" in 1961. Alf had been the
foreman of Wheatstone. During his lifetime Harry worked for the
BBC on occasions playing his concertina and the programme
producers had approached Harry about how to find a concertina
maker as a contestant. Harry had put them in contact with
Concertina World 463,
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Wheatstone and my Uncle Alf. Harry died several years ago but his
wife only died a couple of years ago. His son Bob now has a wealth
of memorabilia. One piece of memorabilia he has gifted to me is the
official written transcript of that part of the "What's My Line?" TV
show.
Bob has now inherited dad's concertina. Bob was taught as a child
and entered ICA festivals as a junior player and in duet with dad but
he had given it up when he decided as a teenager that it wasn't cool
enough! However he has now come back to it. He could remember
where the notes were but said he was "very rusty!" Last week he
and I spent a very happy morning playing duets together on our
concertinas. What a small world ....
I expected J25 Concertina Band concert to be exciting but never in
my wildest dreams did I imagine what transpired. <>
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INTERNET VIDEO JUKEBOX -5 Paul Walker
YOUTUBE is wonderful. At the click of a mouse,
you can have front seat at an Irish session or
be a guest of the Ngoqoko Cultural Group.
For Internet novices: Google YouTube; then type in the
artiste’s name opposite the icon that looks like a magnifying glass.

Bootle Concertina Band Parade (16/08/08)-Loyalists in Liverpool
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fobm32iGUlA
Zideki Mangaliso (Aug 21, 2010) playing his own composition on
the concertina. In this song he uses the Xhosa chord cycle with two
major chords a tone apart from each other. (In this case G and F.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Az8HJ-0snyI
Noel Hill, Tony MacMahon - The Concertina (Reel), Come West Along
the Road, The New Mown Meadow (Dec 88)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5hlyYC6A9U
Warren Fahey's Australian Bush Orchestra plays Australian
Jim/Mudgee Schottische (July 2012)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t80Reo16OOY
Pauline de Snoo on English Concertina and Chris van de Kuilen
on piano Classical music on english concertina 2 [This is: Sorrow by
Bernhard Molique, Opus 61..] Nov 2008
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sT0p01q9_M&list=PLNGxtin3S
sVanh-f8kVimDOImQWAeOF4E
Juliette Daum Fandanguillo – Concertina: plays a bass/baritone
‘tina (Oct 2007). Sonorous
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyEAXmkNThI
Simon Thoumire concertina –Julia’s/ Madame Bonaparte (2006)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LiSnLR6Ojuk&index=10&list=R
D-ymZQN2RjaI
Percy Honri concertina [starring in "Lily of Killarney", 1934]-starts
2.16; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pd12IAmnc4g
Please contact Concertina World to share any interesting links.
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Some recollections of Concertinas and 'the Dance'
Peter Jones
On leaving school in 1949, it wasn't long before I became inexorably
drawn into the world of folk music, dance and song. So started an
interest that was to become a major part of a lifetime's activities
and joys, with so many friends made and special occasions to
remember. It is hard to imagine all these years later, what interest
could have formed an alternative foundation for a life's experiences
with so fulfilling a result. But to the beginning.
My long-standing school pal Peter Rogers and I, having been
introduced to Morris dancing at school by the good Miss Pinto in
1947/8, found ourselves as malleable novices in the hands of that
fearsome but effective duo, Grace Miekle and Leone Morris. They
were a sort of 'good cop/bad cop' team who taught country dancing
and the occasional Morris in the Croydon area under the auspices of
the EFDSS. Held in much awe and respect by us initiates, they and
their kind were the very foundation of the movement at that time.
The detailed circumstances evade me now, but I think that Pete
Rogers had the idea that we should obtain concertinas and see what
would befall. This seemed like a good idea for myself in particular
having suffered from rheumatic fever as a child and, as is the way
of things, remained with a heart defect which constrains physical
exertion. At that time, an extended Morris dancing career seemed
unlikely and to play for the dance was the 'fall-back' option if that
could be achieved. Accordingly, I found myself 30 shillings the
poorer but in possession of a Wheatstone treble of the kind with
green leatherette bellows reinforcement, bone keys and I think,
brass reeds. In fact it was a poor quality instrument with inferior
movement and voice. Needless to say, none of this was clear to me
at first but the introduction was made and I was on the way. My
next instrument was a Lachenal treble and I never looked seriously
at a bone-keyed instrument thereafter.
Joining 'East Surrey Morris Men' in about 1951, I found myself a
member of a happy band of dancers and came under the strict
tutelage of Kenneth Constable who insisted on a very high standard
of timing and speed constraint from the musicians. This latter
demand highlighted a common complaint against many less
experienced Morris musicians and likely prevails even yet.
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I soon recognised that in contrast to the 'Anglo' concertina, the
'English ' does not have the power or 'body' to play for outdoor
Morris. This was my perception anyway and on occasion, when
called upon to play unsupported by fiddle or melodeon, my timidity
and uncertainty were often exposed.
At about this time I had the good fortune to meet Harry Minting
who, together with Martin Jolley, Roddy and Mrs. Gilbert, played for
Miss Meikle's monthly hop at St. Augustine's Hall, Sth. Croydon.
Harry was very supportive and in time, encouraged me to join the
folk dance band when numbers were short. But Harry did more
than that because he opened up a world of concertinas and
musicians, sounds and sheer joy that I may otherwise never have
known.
My concertina musical appreciation and learning took a great step
forward when Harry invited me to go along to lessons that he was
starting at 'Dinely Studios' just off Marylebone High Street, a little
beyond 'Madame Tussauds'. Fond memories of this place remain
with me because although it was a tall, narrow unremarkable
building with bare staircases leading ever upwards, it was populated
by unfamiliar sounds that stirred the imagination. Several doors
opened onto each successive landing from which came the sounds
of unrelenting practice. Scales and arpeggios from sopranos,
baritones, bassoons, French horns, cellos, etc.- all were there. A
fascinating place for aspiring concert performers and who's to say
that some famously successful artiste wasn't behind one of those
doors? Anyway, Harry, who had taken up employment with
Wheatstone at about that time, commissioned a special instrument
for himself which was the most beautiful that I have seen before or
since. And he could make it sing too. In fact he made a record of
'Bluebell Polka' which was much played on radio and during cinema
interludes and the like.
At my first lesson with Harry, he surprised me by pointing out that
the first and second fingers were to be used for the 'natural' buttons
and not the first and third as was my custom!! Of course, soppy
me, that leaves the third for the oft-needed f#, c#, etc. Progress
was faltering but included an introduction to those dot things on
lines. Never becoming fluent at sight-reading, I nevertheless found
it helpful in the years to come. At the conclusion of one of these
'Dinely' lessons, Harry drew me aside to attend a meeting in an
adjacent room. Here, a small gathering assembled to discuss, as
Concertina World 463,
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would soon be revealed, the prospective inauguration of a
concertina association. My memories are somewhat unclear but
those present in addition to myself and Harry Minting, were, to the
best of my recollection, Frank Butler, Len Jones, A.N. Other
(presumably the Wheatstone representative whose name I do not
recall) and perhaps Helen Kennedy with whom I had a slight
acquaintance. I don't think that Rev. Kenneth Loveless was there
although he was elected president following a resolution to found an
organisation to be known as 'The International Concertina
Association'. Frank Butler, who I rather think was the inspiration
behind all this, was declared 'Secretary'. I'm sure some operational
details were discussed but I do not recall a draft constitution being
proposed.
Soon thereafter, monthly meetings started and a reasonable core of
members appeared regularly although how they were all enlisted
remains a mystery to me. My own attendances were fairly regular
although whether I was at the inaugural open meeting or not, I
cannot be entirely sure. In any event, I feel able to reasonably
claim to be a founder member.
One of the regulars who stands out in the memory at the monthly
meetings, was Len Jones. He was middle-aged and tall with a wellused throaty laugh, had lost more than one finger and played
stirring stuff with fistfuls of chords, great panache and incomparable
competence. How he contrived to perform so well with less than a
full complement of digits was both a mystery and a delight. Len
always finished a rendition with a great laugh of satisfaction.
Herbert Lorne frequently entertained us with a song at the behest of
Frank Butler who just loved it, although I must say that I was
personally unmoved. Vena McDougal, Herbert's wife, played the
'English' and I can only presume that Herbert Lorne was a stage
name. Tommy Williams said very little but could always be
depended upon to give us a rousing tune on his monster Duet with
great crashing chords and counter melodies that made us novice,
single-note 'English' players feel a bit inadequate. Other Duet
players of distinction were, John Gibson, a fine player and
gentleman, and young Maurice Harvey who was always brought
along by his Dad Jim and played with sublime skill and confidence
while looking as if he hated every minute. Just shyness I think.
Meanwhile, I had met a doctor who advised that I should feel free to
make such physical exertions as I wished and my body would tell
Concertina World 463,
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me when enough was enough. That was all that I needed and I
owe that doctor a great debt of gratitude. Accordingly, my Morris
career got underway with my first Thaxted 'Ring' meeting in 1951
when the incumbent 'Squire' was Fred Hamer of Bedford Morris Men
who was shortly thereafter to tragically lose his sight. It was my
privilege to be rubbing shoulders with many notable figures of the
time in the persons of 'Father Jack' (Putteril), Kenworthy Schofield,
Lionel Bacon, Bill Kimber and others, including of course, our own
Kenneth Loveless.
Playing for the dance with the support and encouragement of Martin
Jolley allowed a welcome and necessary relief from the exertions of
my barely controlled physical exuberance. (see photo)

Having established myself as a dancer of a standard suitable for
public performance, I was much encouraged by an invitation from
Charlie Rouse, a long standing East Surrey MM member, to make up
a shortage of men needed by Willy Ganniford for his Morley College
team. This was for a very special occasion to be held at Lambeth
Town Hall where we were to be part of the entertainment for the
Mayors and Civic dignitaries of London with their ladies and other
notables including Herbert Morrison, the Minister of Housing at the
time, if I remember correctly. After a successful practice at the
College, came the great day and we arranged ourselves before the
assembled dignitaries on the centre of a large dance floor.
Unfortunately, nobody had told me that it would be highly polished!!
Sweeping around in what was otherwise to be a spectacular 'hey',
full of my new-found youthful vigour, my feet went from under me
and I slid at great velocity on my backside across the floor for some
distance before striking against a pair of legs reclining on a polished
dais. These legs, it soon became apparent, were encased in fine
Concertina World 463,
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purple stockings and belonged to none other than, yes, the
Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr. Fisher. He smiled benignly upon
me...and lo, I was forgiven. We were invited later to ballroom
dance with the ladies following a finger buffet and guest-mingling.
Poor ladies, my Morris dancers shoes and more particularly the feet
within them knew little of the quickstep or foxtrot, but the ladies
accepted my clumsiness and the pain of my errors with charming
grace. Those leather-soled shoes did not serve me well for this
occasion but were quite the best for normal dance situations. With
hindsight for that particular evening though, I may have done well
to follow the example of old Reg Howes, an antiquarian East Surrey
man who made his shoes last the longer by nailing old rubber tyre
treads to the soles. Non-slip too I believe even if they did raise his
height by a ½ inch. Anyway, altogether an evening to remember
and even more so when, as arriving close to home by bus in the
small hours of the morning, two heavy plainclothes policemen raced
after me and were more than a little sceptical when I replied 'bells'
to their enquiry about what my bag contained and no less so when
the reply to “Where have you been?” was, “Dancing for the
Archbishop of Canterbury”. Credit to them though; they were quite
unfazed and having satisfied themselves that I carried no guns in
my bag, or was otherwise on no nefarious business, they carried on
their way to protect citizens from the possibility of more Bentley &
Craig incidents which were a worry of the time.
At the ICA monthly meetings I occasionally contributed a simple
piece but nervousness made the prospect a nightmare that
demanded much preparatory practice and nerves of steel of which I
was substantially devoid, at least in this respect. My sister Jennifer
played, and still plays the recorder and we enjoyed some simple two
part playing together. With the support which we were able to give
to one another, we contributed at one of the meetings and I still
have the subsequent newsletter which recorded the event. Came
the day however, when I became confident enough to be ambitious.
Having heard and been most impressed by Alf Edwards' rendition of
Fritz Kreisler's 'Schon Rosmarin', I decided to 'give it a go' and
practised for weeks. I was aware that it was barely within my
compass but what a triumph if I could pull it off! I duly turned up
at the next meeting and trembled until it was time to take the
plunge. How could fate be so cruel as to make it a day when Alf
made one of his relatively rare attendances? Needless to say, I
missed a note on one of the early challenging runs, stuttered and
started, only for Alf to step forward and say, “look, it's so easy”
Concertina World 463,
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while blasting a couple of stanzas. Yea, thanks Alf. He was a nice
chap really.
The annual ICA festival was held for many years at the 'Friends
Meeting House' in Euston Rd. and I attended a number of these,
entering the 'Folk' class. I always felt uncomfortable about my
participation in this class because, although there were few entries,
one of the contenders was a magnificent player named Tom Prince
(I think) who lost to myself because I played a selection of Morris
tunes and the adjudicator was Kenneth Loveless. Yes, my Morris
acquaintance who just adored those particular tunes that I knew so
well. How could I fail?
At another ICA concert of some kind, a young couple played a
concertina duet specially composed by a gifted acquaintance who
conducted their performance. The music was a delight, received to
rapturous approbation, particularly by Frank Butler who recognised
a composer's gift so well. The only name that I can recall for the
duet players is Fowler. Shortly after this event, they approached
me with an invitation to join them in practising a new composition
by their friend with a view to producing a record. Who could decline
such an opportunity which would surely open the door to fame and
fortune!! Practise we did, albeit but once, I think. Lovely music but
tricky timing for the three of us to keep together, particularly with a
baritone instrument which was reluctant to speak on the instant of
demand. Came the day when attendance at the private recording
studio was required and after a few practices and detailed guidance
from the composer, the red light came on. After yet more guidance,
many more red light sequences left our combined gifts to the world
of music embedded in plastic. It actually took more than one
session at the studio and the long faces told the tale. I went away
clutching my copy disc, secure in the knowledge that a crush of
agents would not be pressing me to sign a contract for a world tour
of the halls. Maybe we should not have preceded our sessions with
those 'lightenings' (light ale and bitter) at the pub. It was a fun
experience and the composition was memorable to the point that I
still find myself humming it today. I hope the composer went on to
a successful career as I feel sure that he had a special gift. His
music remains with me more than his name. Perhaps that would
please him. As for Mr. Fowler and his lady friend, I believe they
went to Australia, never to be heard of again, - by myself, anyway.
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Frank Butler, ever active in his ICA Secretarial role, encouraged as
many of us as possible to enter appropriate classes at the 'London
Music Festival'. I rather think that his idea was to keep the
instrument in the public eye. I'm not too sure what impact we had
on the musical world of the day but I don't think our performances
were more than ordinary. One such occasion that I recall,
preceded a Morris session at a central London pub. For the formal
music performance I had borrowed my father's second hand dinner
suit which was ill-fitting on him and even less so on myself and with
little time to spare twixt the two commitments, the Morris had to be
danced with five men in white and one in black.
Somewhere along the way I met the young Judith Butler. Oh how
fond was I of the fair Judith! We spent much happy time together
and I still wonder how her life transpired. ???
My friendship with Judith led me to being a frequent guest at the
Butler household in Edmonton where I was made most welcome.
Frank, although Mr. Butler to me of course, always a generous host,
invited me to join such family events as a treat meal at London's
famous 'Veeraswamy's and a weekend at their beach hut at ….... on
the Essex coast where a swim in the sea left one with a scaly brown
film dried out on the scalp!! In time, this led to Frank, with
commendable musical ambition with which he was most generously
endowed, to start a concertina group to be known as 'The Haydn
Quartet'. This was comprised of Frank, Judith, myself and one other
whose name I unfortunately cannot remember. We had a few
practices and although I did not appreciate this at the time, Frank
must have paid the practice room charge from his clearly limited
resources. The experiment was not a great success as we simply
could not put together a decent standard of performance. This was
largely due, I fancy, to my sight reading inadequacies which obtain
to this day. Certainly, any shortcomings could not be directed at
Judith's contribution which was always precise and competent. Her
festival performances of selections from 'der Rosen Cavalier' always
seemed special, but of course, I may have been wearing 'rosen'
coloured glasses!
Frank was also instrumental (if you will excuse the pun) in starting
the Kensington Concertina Band for which he arranged appropriate
scores. Each of us was allocated a part according to our abilities
and an instrument from his extensive collection if needed. In my
case it was usually a Bass instrument and Frank considerately
Concertina World 463,
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Music Supplement:
To add some music to the separate supplement to this edition of
Concertina World you find on pages 2 to 5 four arrangements by
Boris Matusewitch with some possible changes made to them by
Randy Stein. Title on page two is Romance Russe.
Randy was so kind to provide me with these copies because the
copies we hold in the library are digital only and not suitable for
publication in print unless we typeset all of them. However if you
are interested you can ask the librarian for the pdf files with lots of
other arrangements by Matusewitch.
Just mail librarian@concertina.org with your request or any other
possible queries about music.
On pages 6 to 8 there are two arrangements of a Larghetto
Cantabile from Lucia di Lammermoor by Donizetti. The original
arrangement for concertina solo by George Case published by
Boosey’s in Concertina Miscellany, A collection of Standard and
Modern Music is on page 8.
Recently I (editor) received a request for this music from Gerson
Antunes from Brazil. He arranged the music for accordion free bass
but when I looked at the music he sent me I thought this might be
interesting to play for concertina players too. Played as a duet on
two concertinas or possibly on duet concertina.
Players can send their recordings for publication on the ICA website
to the editor. If you like of course.
Gerson has promised me some other arrangements as well which
will be published in future supplements. He also owns a concertina.
On youtube you can see the video where your editor plays a version
of the original arrangement
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D_YC_tgZYXg
or go to www.concertina-academy.com and click on videos.

<>
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transposed the 'dots' to treble clef stave for my benefit! The piece
that I remember most clearly was a rousing composition called
'Gypsy Blood' and led by Len Jones whose flamboyant style was
perfect for the job. We had terrific fun and I have that tune ringing
in my ears to this day. Alf Edwards occasionally joined us if he
could following one of his professional sessions. On another
occasion the band enjoyed a public performance of extracts from
Beethoven's 5th with the 'Edmonton Youth Orchestra' who were
quite excellent. Really fulfilling stuff.
Another of Frank Butler's enterprising initiatives was a concertina
group participating in Carol services held at Father Loveless's Holy
Trinity (?) church at Hoxton. Carols are nice and simple to play and
we had a good time together, particularly as Len Jones was given
free rein to extemporise at will during times of silent contemplation
or quiet ritual interludes. Another brilliant concept of Frank's and
magnificently executed by Len. Extemporising can be a fun exercise
as a personal entertainment in the privacy of the practice room,
although familiar phrases need to be recognised as such and stifled
as they threaten to develop.
In those days I used to practice daily with the emphasis on dexterity
with reels and jigs which were common challenges for folk dances. I
never felt more than a 'journeyman' folk dance musician but
invitations to join the occasional band were always a pleasure. I
lacked confidence and probably the talent to put myself forward for
a regular band. One occasion that I particularly remember was a
massed band rendition of a reel at the Albert Hall during one of the
EFDSS annual festivals. Nan Fleming-Williams was the inspiration
and leader of about 50-60 of us with various instruments. There
was no auditioning that I was aware of, so goodness only knows
how such a group was selected and sad to say, the collective
standard was not good. The varying standards of competence
resulted in a raucous blast of uncoordinated noise to the obvious
consternation of Nan vainly trying to bring us together with her
violin bow. Poor Nan, she looked devastated although most of the
musicians were unaware of her efforts. After all, 'we were
performing at 'The Royal Albert Hall''!
I had appeared on the main floor as part of the District folk dance
section, Morris and London Core dancers for a number of years and
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they were always fun with the mass dancing filling the gaps between
some very special guest performances.
After our massed band rendition, Robin Hall, or Jimmie MacGregor, I
never did know which was which, noticed my Wheatstone treble and
expressed an interest in learning to play one to accompany their
singing. We made a tentative arrangement to meet so that he could
get to learn more about how it all happened, but as I lived on a
houseboat without a telephone at that time, nothing more evolved.
Good folk dancing partners were always a blessing and it was my
good fortune to know and dance with several for a while. In
particular, 'Tommy', otherwise known as Eirlys Verlie Thomas,
caused a flutter in the heart of many a young beau with her singing,
dancing and contagious laughter. We spent some social time
together although this soon came to an end after we found
ourselves at a party for which I think we have to thank Tommy's
landlady who was an active member of the Communist Party. The
gathering was hosted by two doctor brothers who I rather think
were also Party members. Nothing wrong with that of course,
except for a certain feeling of vulnerability given the 'cold war'
tensions and raging McCarthyism. It turned out that party guests
included Ewan MacColl, Peter Kennedy, A.L. Lloyd and others and
the occasion provided an opportunity for Tommy to be noticed, and
noticed she was. The prospect of a folk singing career for her
seemed nigh with such influential patrons and as she seemed happy
enough, I didn't resist an offer from one of the doctors to drive me
to town alone, the hour being quite late.
Soon after the party event, she and I had a meet with Joan
Littlewood at the Theatre Royal, Stratford, when Tommy was to be
considered for a singing part in the next production. There was a
suggestion that I may be needed for musical support with the
concertina which was a prospect that filled me with trepidation but
which I was equally unable to decline. Mercifully, the prospect of
potential public humiliation was never confirmed. Perhaps they
were just being nice to me as I had no identifiable role in all of this.
Soon after these events, Tommy married Peter Kennedy and that
was the end of my hobnobbing with the folk elite. Or so I thought.
Peter K. though, continued to show an interest in my concertina
playing, perhaps because of his mother Helen's sensitive playing
style with her unusual miniature (piccolo?) instrument. Shortly after
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this time, I became aware of the Sunday morning Celidh club at
Cecil Sharp House which I believe was a special invitation affair. I
think that I must have just insinuated myself at a number of the
sessions and nobody had the heart to throw me out. Anyway, it
was my good fortune to attend at times when Michael Gorman (?),
Seamus Innes, A.L. Lloyd and others were special guests. It was
also very special to listen to Jimmy Coleman draw such purity of
sound from his violin and to put those sounds into such delightful
order. Jimmy was widely known to Morris men at many a Ring
Meeting or day of dance. Sadly, he disappeared from the scene
soon after and word had it that he had emigrated to Cornwall. I say
emigrated, not to be derogatory but to acknowledge the perceived
separatism of Kernow, although I know full well that 'The Morris' is
strongly practised thereabouts and good music abounds. Let's hope
that he continued to willingly give such pleasure.
Somehow I managed to find myself at the Kennedy Jnr. household
on occasion and particularly recall being invited to join Peter on a
visit to the temporary abode of Alan Lomax a short way across
London for a bit of a chat. Judith accompanied me at that time and
we sat quietly drinking red wine from a cracked china cup while the
folk 'men of the moment' reminisced about collecting alternative
versions of lovely folk songs and the special gift of Woody Guthrie's
guitar that pleased Alan so much.
These recollections that remain with me from the distant past, were
a significant part of my youthful years that changed course
somewhat as one would expect with the arrival of children, a career
to develop and other interests to pursue. Nevertheless, the
concertina and the dance continue as a backbone of interest to this
day and while my role in the memories described here is of little
significance, perhaps it played a tiny part in the balance of the
whole, which seemed to me such a vibrant time. That is of course,
as it should be for young people and hopefully is so for most.
There remain of course, a great many occasions and friendships
without acknowledgement here and they know the part that they
played and continue to play and who knows, our interactions may
even yet find a resting place in 'More Recollections'.
As for the moment, when I do play one of my concertinas, which is
quite infrequent, the emphasis is on expression rather than the
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eroded dexterity of yesteryear, but the gift of music itself remains
valued beyond measure.
Peter Jones

Summer 2015

Having received this nice story I (editor) asked some more
questions regarding Frank Butler and for the readers' interest I do
not want to keep the replies from you:
"I had forgotten about a class that was held regularly at a school
somewhere where Frank Butler instructed. I didn't ever attend
these and I think perhaps because I was a little beyond the
elementary stage by that time. He was undoubtedly mightily fond
of the concertina, owned quite a number and would promote it at
any opportunity. I really do believe that he was the inspiration
behind the ICA although I have no evidence of that. It would be fair
to say, I think, that music, and the concertina in particular, were his
abiding interests. He played the piano, mostly as accompanist I
think, and did much arranging of scores specifically for the
concertina. As for his own playing, he rarely performed
independently and I think he was a precise technician of enormous
competence but perhaps without the flair of the exhibitionist (the
photo on the ICA webpage seems to give the lie to this, but that's
the way I saw things). Of Frank's earlier life, and the deeper
character of the man, I remain in ignorance. He was a generation in
front of me and to be respected without close intimacy.
He didn't drive and had some kind of deal with a local car owner to
transport him when accompanied by family member/s. I remain
very clear that he was the principal 'mover & shaker' at the ICA.
Just in case this item has missed your attention.
http://www.concertina.com/butler/richards-the-frank-butlerstory.pdf
The author is in error in one small regard. Valerie was/is the elder
daughter.
Peter
P.S. For interest, I still do a bit occasionally and as it happens,
played 'Linden Lea' last Wednesday on my baritone at a local pub as
part of the 'Exmoor Folk Festival' run by Tom and Barbara Brown of
the Shammink Folk Club, Combe Martin." <>
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Email to the Editor 9 June 2015
by Dick Miles
Hello Pauline,
I disagree with a number of comments made by Steve Taggart, on
the subject of playing jazz on the concertina.
He refers to note bending, there is little similarity between bending a
note on a blues harmonica and playing a semitone below and playing
the next note on a concertina, if you try what he suggests on the
concertina you always end up with no variation or gradation to the
bend, the harmonica bends are much more varied and subtle, many
years ago I tried Steve's suggestion and found it unsatisfactory.
In my opinion the effect on the concertina is a mechanical one, as
someone who has also played blues harmonica, I feel it lacks the
control and subtlety of a bent note on the harmonica, in fact I think
it sounds musically unsatisfactory.
In my opinion a better approach is to copy the blues boogie woogie
piano players, their technique was to play the note, in this case a b
note for approximately a crotchet, then halfway through add the b flat
for perhaps approximately a semi quaver [note the variation in
lengths, this is important or sometimes a quaver] and then take it off
whilst holding the original note.
2. A possible reason for the lack of use of the concertina in jazz is the
simple fact that a chromatric harmonica is much cheaper.
3. He quotes some advice, again I disagree to some extent, and would
say this: only tune the a flat to f on one of your concertinas, keep the
low a flat if you have a second concertina, a flat and e flat are keys
that are used considerably in jazz, the a flat at the bottom is useful
under these circumstances.
Steve's remark about doubling the f note on a g7, is also debatable
and a question of taste, in my opinion full chords are not always
appropriate in concertina harmony [bearing in mind that the third note
of the major chord is the most out of tune in equal temperament]
which does relate to the comment by David Cornell, "a little harmony
goes a long way on the concertina".
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But Cornell never qualifies his comment, a little, yes, but what, might
be more useful for the beginner to know what harmony to leave out,
this will vary according to the mode or scale the intended harmony is
in, or the piece, but some simple rules can be employed [in a not too
dogmatic fashion] since the third note is the most out of tune on equal
temperament concertinas, use the third sparingly in the major keys
try not to double the third.
For early music and many forms of traditional music in dorian
mixolydian mode use fifth and root note with occasional added sus 4
or two note discordant suspensions, using a fleeting discord which
then resolves, in my experience two note dyads can be appropriate
fairly regularly. <>

Cards made by Lesley Henniker, an example (photo PS):
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VIRTUAL FOLK CLUB
with Paul Walker
When pubs/bars over the UK are closing at a rate of
knots - and with them the sessions & folk clubs they
house - the one place folk music is flourishing is the
INTERNET, where you can read about and listen to artistes old &
new.
For ease of viewing go to the ICA website where our wizard
webmaster Michel van der Meiren has assembled these videos into a
“one-click” slideshow. (So no need for the hyperlinks)
First a floor spot by Priscilla Ahn - “Dream”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKfDwChOoHI&list=PLQMDMitL
OsI-j8XkRb9p9OiIyA7j8YhwS
Here to discuss with me some offerings from the Internet
(over a virtual pint of Pendle Witch) is my old mate Nigel
Harbron, singer/ songwriter/folk journalist who runs a
session in Cumberland.
PW: Nigel, you’ve come across Nancy Kerr. I don’t know if she
plays concertina like her famous mum Sandra, but here Nancy talks
about the first fiddle she bought for herself and using it on the new
SIMPSON∙CUTTING∙KERR album “Murmurs”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yCBsddEmqtc
[at
FOLKRADIOUK]
NH: What’s the collective noun for a gathering of narrow boats
crammed with musicians? A squeeze?? A few years ago, on the
Kennet and Avon Canal, four boats would sometimes be moored in a
line: Nancy Kerr and James Fagan’s; Tim van Eyken’s; Miranda
Rutter’s (of Methera fame), and son Rob’s. Great times!
Nancy is a superb singer and fiddler, and she does play the
concertina, but not usually on stage. Perhaps Sandra will pass on
her fine Wheatstone one of these days.
PW: From an LP called The World of Folk-Sandra Kerr & John
Faulkner – Peggy Seeger’s “Song of Choice”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bt7Ms3Fw_XA&list=PLNom_ytk
B0d8lE4VDRh0uohAHpiSYI4eC&index=4
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PW: Another fiddle player: at Hawkwood Concertina Band weekend I
came across John Dipper - who regaled us with tales of the family
business (Colin & Rosalie Dipper, Concertina Makers, are his
parents). Here he is performing with one of your favourite bands,
Nigel, Methera. Methera performing in Sweden at Forsby Kvarn - 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1m1VYO6iwo8
NH: John is a very subtle fiddler, with a real appreciation of melody.
You mention his parents: we once received a letter from Colin,
handwritten, of course, in the most flowing of scripts. We
mentioned this to John one day, and his reaction was bordering on
the apoplectic. Apparently, his contemporaries at school used to
tease him unmercifully whenever he produced a flowing letter from
home in order to skip PE! As for Methera, they are simply sublime.
PW: Two of the stalwarts on the YouTube folk scene are Anahata and
Mary Humphreys - who here, sings Miner's Lifeguard accompanying herself on English concertina. The tune for this song
was a Welsh hymn "Calon Lân" which went over to the
Pennsylvanian coalfields with Welsh mining emigrants.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x8vtVdAkK8M&feature=youtu
.be
PW: I was sad to hear news of Bellowhead’s farewell tour. Here’s
a song we used to sing in the pub on Morris tours: Bellowhead’s
“Roll Alabama” (which tells of Liverpool's curious part in the
American Civil War).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fXHSRx3M5o
PW: Love ‘em or loathe ‘em, Nigel, Bellowhead have shaken up the
UK folk scene & reached a wider audience. Would you agree?
NH: I would certainly agree with these two observations, but will
refrain from any further comments on the grounds that they might
incriminate me!
PW: Now one from the archives, on vocal & concertina Peter
Bellamy - “Danny Deever”, Rudyard Kipling's poem, from the 1974
album The Barrack Room Ballads. Bellamy, after his work with the
Young Tradition (to quote Wiki) “believed that Kipling had captured
a real insight into the attitudes of the ordinary soldiers, such as their
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contempt for those who sent them off to fight and die.” A brilliant
recording.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgh1Dj_mFWE
NH: I saw The Young Tradition on several occasions, and wished I
had seen more of them. Peter B. was always the ‘wacky’ one in the
trio, but his interest in, and knowledge of traditional music were
obvious to all even back then. He was just 47 when he decided that
he had had enough of life. The Young Tradition sing “Daddy Fox”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S57W5RcIPV0
PW: Now I’m afraid the bar’s closed Nigel. But just to whet your lips,
Tim Van Eyken sings "Barleycorn" from ‘Stiffs Lovers Holymen
Thieves’ (2006)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnfkS9vnpNY
NOTE TO CW READERS: I assembled this feature after our
librarian mentioned that the folk items in the Music Supplement
seem to be more popular than the classical.
If you would like more sessions at the VIRTUAL FOLK CLUB , please
let the editor know. PW <>

Lesley Henniker plays the arrangements for Duet Concertina made by David
Cornell. For an example go to ICA website and listen to Waltzing Matilda.
www.concertina.org
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11th SqueezEast 7th June 2015 at Stamford, Lincolnshire
Martin Henshaw
Sunday 7th June started out as quite a pleasant morning and
continued to get better throughout the day both weather wise and
musically.
Some of those attending had journeys of about two to three hours
and would have had to be up really early to get to the magnificent
Stamford Ballroom.
On arrival the tea and coffee waiting is most welcome. Friends from
previous years and other events get time to greet each other and
swap news before the serious and enjoyable business of playing
multipart band music starts.
Martin Henshaw with his ICA Membership Secretary’s hat on invited
any members who had not yet paid the option of so doing during
the course of the day. He also announced the sad passing of Geoff
Thorp in March and that some of his vinyl records were available for
purchase by contributing to the Ebola Fund. £25.00 was raised
which was added to collections made at other events Geoff regularly
attended.
The programme started with three pieces arranged by the
Australian, Wayne Richmond especially requested by Elsie Nind.
Firstly a lesser known Lennon / McCartney song I Will. This was
quite a simple arrangement aimed at getting the fingers warmed up
and followed by the well loved Lennon/ McCartney song Michelle
which was a really fine and quite moving arrangement.
After a short break for refreshments the tempo speeded up with
Bert Jamieson’s Polka – another Wayne Richmond arrangement. We
then moved on to two classical pieces arranged by Paul Barrett.
Firstly Mother Hubbard’s March, a brass band piece by Souza and
after taking time out for lunch we returned to work on it further.
The newly named SqueezEast Group of Concertina Players
(originally the East Anglian Concertina Players) based in Norfolk
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gave the rest of the band a sample of the music they play at their
meetings.
The second classical piece was Nimrod (Opus 36 from Enigma
Variations by Edward Elgar.
Finally we revisited the two Lennon / McCartney tunes.
SqueezEast has been a regular event now for 11 years with
numbers attending averaging about 30.
At the end of this event Paul informed us that this was probably the
last SqueezEast band session as after so many years of preparing
the music scores he was taking a break. Also Dave and Elsie Nind
co-organisers of the event were also retiring. Sally Barrett however
hinted that the SqueezEast group may step in to organise a similar
event.
On behalf of all who have attended SqueezEast over the years I
wish to convey our heartfelt thanks for all the hard work and time
they have invested in the project to the Ninds including daughters
and grandchildren who over the years have organised and provided
the refreshments and to the Barretts for the musical side of the
event.
After another very pleasant and magical day of band music tinged
now with a certain sadness we made our respective ways home.<>
Obituary Bob Bellas and Jim Briggs
Patrick Gilbert
The North Eastern Concertina Players
(NECP) has been in existence in the
northeast of England for many years.
(Look for Newcastle upon Tyne on a map
–we’re not really near there but it’s a good
guide to our whereabouts and music,
especially folk music, is very strong there).
Recently two of our members died both in
their eighties and although not entirely
unexpected, their passing has given us
much cause for reflection.
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Bob Bellas (photo above) was a concertina player for many years
with the NECP and had played a variety other musical instruments
during his life. He was also a friend of Jim Briggs, a semi
professional musician and engineer. One day, already in his late
seventies, Jim turned up at one of our meetings with a concertina
and asked how to play it. Our leader tried the instrument and
advised Jim that it was not in modern pitch and would need retuning before it would fit in with our instruments. Jim sent it to
Dave Elliott and had it re-tuned, then came back to our beginners
group. I remember him saying “I can help you with the music, but I
can’t play the concertina, yet“. A very prophetic statement!
In what seemed like a few months Jim was playing with the main
group, always volunteering to take on the harmony lines the rest of
us eschewed. He was a founder member of a small group which
met more frequently than the rest of us, to polish up a repertoire for
public performance. He took me under his wing to give both of us
extra playing practice and me extra practice in reading music.
Despite us both being advanced in years, we were still a generation
apart and on several occasions I heard him refer to me as ‘the lad’!
We met at his house every two weeks or so, and in the breaks,
over a cup of ‘works’ tea, I gradually came to know Jim the man and
appreciate his understanding of life and our place in the world. He
was a quiet man of immense modesty, despite his great
achievements in music and in cabinet-making, and a lifetime as an
engineer in public service. He was a devoted husband and father in
a loving family, a gentle and gracious man, with a warm and sincere
sense of humour and he will remain forever in my heart.
These lives point out the effect of music on those who participate in
music making.
Both Bob and Jim had played music all their lives and up to the very
end.
In other places, I am a member of a Community Choir, a Ukelele
Group and join in a folk session at a local pub. None of us is
famous, (nor ever will be!), but our lives are enriched by what we
do. So let us encourage everyone to play, whatever their age, skill
or potential, it will make them better people. <>
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List of upcoming events:

25 - 27 September 2015
Concertinas at Witney, UK
Dave Townsend 01865 714778
dtmellstock@aol.com

23 - 25 October 2015
West Country Concertina Players
Kilve, UK Residential Weekend
for beginners and post beginners
http://thewccp.org/

6 - 8 November 2015
Button Boxes and Moorthies,
Aberdeen, Scotland
www.buttonboxesandmoothies.com

Germany:
23 - 25 Oktober 2015
Konzertinatreffen Tannenburg (Herbsttreffen):
20 - 22 May 2015
Konzertinatreffen Wartaweil (Frühjahrstreffen):

www.konzertinanetz.de

www.concertina.org

